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NOTICE

All senior hostellers of Integratef, UG-PG III'd Sernester are hereby directed to follow

the hostel guidelines in letter and spirit. 'I'hey are further expected to remain courteous

and welcoming towards their juniors and any report of misconduct/rJfui"g may result

into strictest of action.
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NOTICE

This is to inform all hostellers of UG-Girl's Manatu that they are expected to ensure

courteousness in hostel premisg's, social behaviour as well as any digttallsocial media

platforms. Further, they are expected to follow the guidelines mentioned below strictly:
trL

1. Henceforth posting any picture, memes, videos or any derogatory

remarks/contents pertaining to any specific person or institution on social media

platforms will be considered as a severe offence.

2. Any complairtlgrievance related to hostel/mess/cleaning etc must be submitted in

writing through proper channel in the hostel office or grievance register. No

anonymous complaints/grievance shall be entertained conveyed either through

social media platforms or WhatsApp groups.

3. It's further advised that social media platforms such as WhatsApp, Instagram,

twitter etc must not be used to propogate malicious content against any specific

persorVhostel/institution. Those found to be misusing these platforms will be

accordingly liable for further strict disciplinary action.
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